Safe Behaviours on-shore and off-shore
Highlights


Supporting Fugro Survey to provide a robust Behavioural Safety Process capability as part of their overall
commitment supporting Chevrons core safety values across 14 projects.



Land based to off-shore application. People now trained and coached both on-land and at sea by
SafetyWorks.



Program longevity: initially implemented in 2010 the program is still running strongly after 4 years
autonomously managed by local employee champions and an active Employee Steering Committee. There
are 250 trained facilitators.



During 2012/2013 287 observations realising 287 extra safety conversations as a result of feedback coming
directly from observed safety practices.



Yardstick safety behaviour performance with all high risk activities averaging above 80% safe.

Results

Testimonials
Comments from GroSAFE facilitators
“To proactively talk to people about their actions, without the fears that dogged these kind of conversations only a few short
years ago, is a fundamental change in the offshore culture towards safety. BBS systems have been a major factor in these
changes. GroSAFE allows us to join in, break down those barriers and have those safety conversations”.
"I was extremely sceptical of the GroSAFE process but through the facilitators training, I learnt how to encourage positive
behaviour rather than picking at the negative. I find this to not only be a good trait in everyday life, but useful when encouraging
safety. Thanks for that, I'll keep on passing it on!“
"Having been involved with GroSAFE as an observer and observee I have seen firsthand the benefits of the program. The
informal peer to peer nature of the initiative allows safety to be brought up, thought about and discussed, without the feeling of
being 'told off' that you might get when discussing safety with management or your supervisor. The feedback you gain from this
kind of program is a lot more specific and has a genuine feeling when it comes from someone who is working 'at the coalface'
beside you."

